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ABSTRACT
I propose that at the termination of the common envelope evolution (CEE) the com-
panion to the giant star might launch jets that have variable directions and intensities,
hence the jets shape the inner zones of the descendant nebula causing it to lose any
type of symmetry. This might account for some of the chaotic departures from ax-
isymmetric structures in some planetary nebulae. I base my study on the assumption
that at the termination of the CEE the binary interaction forms a circumbinary thick
disk that feeds the companion via an accretion disk that launches opposite jets. I con-
sider two processes that might lead to the development of Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities
that lead to chaotic accretion flow on to the companion. The chaotic accretion flow
leads to a variable accretion disk around the companion, hence to variable jets. In
the first process the jets inflate low-density hot bubbles in the inner regions of the
envelope. In the second process the inner boundary of the thick circumbinary disk,
that faces the center, cools by radiation thus leading to a temperature, and hence also
a pressure, increase with radius. The opposite pressure and density gradients lead to
Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities. This study further underlines the importance of explor-
ing the termination phase of the CEE to the understanding of the entire CEE and its
outcomes.
Key words: stars: jets - stars: AGB and post-AGB - binaries: close – planetary
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1 INTRODUCTION
The more than three decades-old idea that jets shape many
planetary nebulae (PNe) (e.g., Morris 1987; Soker 1990,
1992; Sahai & Trauger 1998; Lee & Sahai 2004) had become
more popular in recent years (e.g., Dennis et al. 2009; Hug-
gins et al. 2009; Lee et al. 2009; Boffin et al. 2012; Huarte-
Espinosa et al. 2012; Balick et al. 2013; Miszalski et al. 2013;
Blackman & Lucchini 2014; Tocknell et al. 2014; Huang et
al. 2016; Sahai et al. 2016; Rechy-Garc´ıa et al. 2016; Garc´ıa-
Segura et al. 2016; Balick et al. 2017; Moreno Me´ndez et al.
2017; Akashi et al. 2018; Akashi & Soker 2018; Chamandy
et al. 2018; Frank et al. 2018; Shiber & Soker 2018; Lo´pez-
Ca´mara et al. 2019). Since the formation of jets in evolved
stars requires strong binary interaction, it is not surprising
that during these more than three decades the community
has reached the understanding that the asymptotic giant
branch (AGB) progenitors of all non-spherical PNe are in
close binary systems (e.g, Bond et al. 1978; Bond & Livio
? E-mail: soker@physics.technion.ac.il
1990; Soker & Harpaz 1992; Nordhaus & Blackman 2006;
Garc´ıa-Segura et al. 2014; De Marco 2015; Zijlstra 2015; De
Marco & Izzard 2017), including planetary systems (e.g.,
Sabach & Soker 2018 for a recent paper).
The many studies of PNe with binary central stars have
brought these systems to be the key to the understanding of
the common envelope evolution (CEE), of the formation of
other type of close compact binary systems, and of the for-
mation of other types of bipolar nebulae. This community
tour de force was made possible by many high quality ob-
servations of central binary systems of PNe, some that show
jets, from which I list some papers only from the last four
years (e.g., Akras et al. 2015; Aller et al. 2015; Boffin 2015;
Corradi et al. 2015; Decin et al. 2015; De Marco et al. 2015;
Douchin et al. 2015; Fang et al. 2015; Gorlova et al. 2015;
Jones et al. 2015; Manick et al. 2015; Mart´ınez Gonza´lez et
al. 2015; Miszalski et al. 2015; Mocˇnik et al. 2015; Montez
et al. 2015; Akras et al. 2016; Ali et al. 2016; Bond et al.
2016; Chen et al. 2016; Chiotellis et al. 2016; Garc´ıa-Rojas
et al. 2016; Hillwig et al. a; Jones 2016; Jones et al. 2016;
Madappatt et al. 2016; Chen et al. 2017; Hillwig et al. 2017;
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Jones & Boffin 2017; Sahai et al. 2017; Sowicka et al. 2017;
Dopita et al. 2018; Jones et al. 2018; Miszalski et al. 2018).
These and other studies open more questions.
One question arises from the inspections of the mor-
phologies of PNe with close central binary stars (for an up-
dated list see Jones 2018). I find that many show chaotic
perturbations to their axisymmetrical morphologies (e.g.,
M3-1, Hen 2-11, K 1-2, NGC 6026, Hen 2-155, Hen 2-161,
NGC 6326). I see these departures from axisymmetry also
in PNe where the orbital motion axis and the axis of the
PN were found to be aligned, e.g., NGC 6778, and Abell 41
(Hillwig et al. 2016b). In NGC 6778, for example, the jets
posses a clear departure from axisymmetry. From these two
lists of PNe I estimate that about 10-15 per cent of PNe
with post-CEE binary central stars show chaotic perturba-
tions. From these PNe, the fraction is larger, about 20-25
per cent, for PNe with a clear equatorial ring. These chaotic
features suggest that in many cases the launching process of
jets in binary progenitor systems contain a chaotic compo-
nent, e.g., the mass feeding of the accretion disk around the
companion is chaotic and/or unstable.
In the present paper I raise the possibility that at the
termination of the CEE, or shortly after, accretion has a
chaotic component that leads to variable jets. Observations
and their analysis show that in some cases jets are launched
after the ejection of the main nebula, i.e., in the post-AGB
phase (e.g., Soker 1992). Huggins (2007) studied nine PNe
and found that jets typically appear slightly later than the
tori that the PN progenitors eject. For binary systems that
experience CEE this implies that the jets are post-CE jets, as
in NGC 6778 (Tocknell et al. 2014). Another possibility, due
to Nordhaus et al. (2007), for late jets is that a companion
spins-up the common envelope such that a dynamo activity
in the envelope leads to the launching of jets at about 100
years after the main ejection of the envelope.
In this study I target binary systems that launch jets
as they exit the CEE or shortly thereafter, and examine
the processes by which the post-CEE jets acquire stochastic
intensity and/or direction.
In section 2 I discuss the launching of jets in the post-
CEE phase. In section 3 I discuss the instabilities resulting
from the inflation of hot bubbles by jets, while in section
4 I discuss the effect of an inverse temperature gradient.
I summarise in section 5, where I conclude that numerical
simulations that study the exit from the CEE must include
energy transfer by radiation and convection. In a recent pa-
per Wilson & Nordhaus (2018) claim that it is important to
include energy transfer, in particular by convection, when
simulating the entire CEE.
2 JETS AT THE FINAL CEE PHASE
At the late CEE phase the secondary star is deep in the
envelope and most of the leftover envelope resides outside
its orbit. The envelope possesses a highly oblate structure
that might resembles more a torus like structure, i.e., a cir-
cumbinary disk, as Kashi & Soker (2011) proposed and Ku-
ruwita et al. (2016) demonstrated in their hydrodynamical
numerical simulation. Kashi & Soker (2011) suggested that
the binary system (the core and secondary star) gravita-
tionally interacts with the circumbinary disk and as a re-
sult of that further spirals-in. Chen & Podsiadlowski (2017)
followed Kashi & Soker (2011) and further developed this
mechanism. The inner boundary of this circumbinary disk
can be steep, leaving an almost empty funnel along the polar
directions, as numerical simulations of the CEE show (e.g.,
Frank et al. 2018; Reichardt et al. 2018). Kuruwita et al.
(2016) find that some mass is falling in from all directions,
implying that the polar funnels are not completely empty.
The relevant process to this study is that mass from the
circumbinary disk flows toward the center. The secondary
can accrete mass from this flow, most likely thought an ac-
cretion disk. Note that there are two disks in this scenario. A
circumbinary disk and an accretion disk around the compan-
ion. The circumbinary disk is much larger than the accretion
disk and feeds it with mass. Such an accretion disk launches
jets. An interesting process of accreting mass from the cir-
cumbinary disk is that in some cases the angular momentum
direction of the accretion disk around the secondary star can
be opposite to the orbital angular momentum (Soker 2017).
This circumbinary disk is bound, i.e., it forms a semi-
Keplerian disk (pressure within the disk can play a role),
and the interaction can last for a time of weeks to months
(Kashi & Soker 2011). As the orbital period of the core-
companion system is hours, the interaction lasts for a time
of tens to hundreds of orbital periods. But the intensity of
the interaction, like the accretion rate from the circumbi-
nary disk to the binary system, can vary a lot. Namely, the
accretion process might be discontinuous such that there are
many mass accretion episodes.
There are two key processes that I examine. One is the
role of the jets that the secondary star launches (section
3), and the second is radiative cooling of the circumbinary
disk (section 4). Numerical simulations do not include these
processes because they are computationally demanding.
But I start by describing another effect that breaks ax-
isymmetry and that I studied in an earlier paper where there
are more details (Soker 2017). The main sequence secondary
launches jets with a velocity of about the escape velocity
from its surface vj ' 500 km s−1, while at the same time it
orbits the center of mass of the secondary-core binary system
at a velocity of vorb. As a result of that the initial velocities
of the two opposite jets have a component in the direction
of this orbital motion. The angle of deflection relative to
the orbital angular momentum axis is tan θt = vorb/vj , as
I draw schematically in Fig. 1. Scaling the core mass with
M1c = 1M and the secondary mass with M2 = 0.3M,
and taking a circular orbit with an orbital separation of a
yields
tan θt =
vorb
vj
= 0.34
( vj
500 km s−1
)−1( M1c
1M
)
×
(
M1c +M2
1.3M
)−1/2(
a
5R
)−1/2
, (1)
corresponding to θt = 19
◦.
The initial tilt of the leading part of the jet is larger
even because of the finite width of the jet (or disk wind). If,
for example, the tilt of the jet’s axis is θt = 20
◦ and the half-
opening angle of the jets is αj = 30
◦, then the leading edge
of the jets, the edge toward the orbital direction, is at 50◦
to the orbital angular momentum axis. Since the circumbi-
nary disk is thick, it is very likely that at least the leading
part of the jets, toward the orbital motion, interact with the
MNRAS 000, 1–6 (0000)
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Figure 1. A schematic drawing (not to scale) of the last phase
of the CEE, when the envelope might reside in a circumbinary
disk that might last to the post-CEE phase. The secondary star
accretes mass from the envelope outside its orbit and launches
jets. At the momentarily location of the secondary star in the
figure it moves to the left and it launches jets perpendicular to
the orbital plane in its frame. Because of the orbital motion the
jets are tilted with respect to the center of mass in the direction
of motion of the secondary star (equation 1). The orange hatched
region depicts the hot bubble formed by the interaction of one
jet with the envelope (I do not show the opposite bubble). There
is also lower-density gas in the entire volume, supplied also by
in-falling gas, but it is not shown.
inner boundary of the circumbinary disk. This can create
relatively hot bubbles. The interaction of the jets with cir-
cumbinary disk causes another tilt, in a different direction,
as in the interaction of jets with the outer envelope in the
grazing envelope evolution (Shiber et al. 2017).
If an accretion episode lasts for a time that is shorter,
or not much longer, than the orbital period, then the jets
introduce disturbance to the outflowing gas that departs
from axisymmetry. The effect of the orbital motion by it-
self still possesses a mirror symmetry with respect to the
orbital plane.
3 JET-INFLATED HOT BUBBLES
Consider the CEE stage when the companion is deep in
the envelope, approaching its final orbital separation, and
the density of the inner region is low due to rotation, mass
loss, and the inflation of the envelope by the in-spiralling
companion. The in-spiralling companion deposits angular
momentum to the envelope, and the rotating envelope ac-
quires an oblate shape. Two processes might act to turn
the oblate envelope to a thick circumbinary disk, or a torus
(although the shape does not need to be a mathematical
torus). The first process is further deposition of angular mo-
mentum to the envelope, in particular to the inner regions of
the envelope. The second one is the inflation of low-density
high-temperature bubbles by jets that the companion might
launch. I now consider this process.
Consider a main sequence companion that launches jets
at the escape speed from the star, vj ' vesc,2 ' 500 km s−1.
The jets are shocked to a temperature of
Tbubble = 3.5× 106
( vjet
500 km s−1
)2
K, (2)
where I assume high mach number jets and an adiabatic
index of γ = 5/3 inside the jets, as appropriate for fully
ionised gas. The temperature of an AGB star in the zone of
r ' 1− 10R can be approximated by
T∗ ' 106
(
r
3R
)−1
K. (3)
The temperature ratio of Tbubble/T∗ implies that to
maintain a pressure equilibrium the density ratio be-
tween the bubbles and stellar environment is ρbubble/ρ∗ '
(Tbubble/T∗)−1, and hence the mass in the bubbles of volume
Vbubble is Mbubble,V ' (Tbubble/T∗)−1M∗,V , where M∗,V is
mass of the undisturbed stellar envelope inside the same vol-
ume. If the jets carry a fraction of j of the accreted mass,
then to inflate the bubbles the companion should have ac-
creted a mass from a stellar volume Vaccrete that is given by
Vaccrete
Vbubble
' 3
( j
0.1
)−1( r
3R
)−1 ( vjet
500 km s−1
)−2
. (4)
This is quite possible at r >∼ 10R for the parameters I use
here, as the volume of the accreted gas is about equals to
the volume of the jet-inflated bubbles. Furthermore, as the
envelope evolves toward a torus-like structure the density
along the polar directions where the jets inflate the bubbles
becomes smaller. Hence, the required mass in the bubbles
becomes smaller, and so is the demand for the accreted mass.
This implies that the inflation of bubbles can be important
down to an orbital separation of several solar radii.
I consider accretion and the inflation of bubbles only at
the termination of the CEE, when the densities in the inner
regions are small, so the companion can accrete the required
mass at a not too high rate. Namely, I assume that the main
sequence companion does not expand much as it accretes
mass from the envelope. It accretes a mass of Macc < 0.1M
and launches jets with a mass of Mjets ≈ 10−5 − 0.01M.
Even though they have low mass, due to their velocity which
is tens times the nebular velocity, the jets might influence
the slow wind from the AGB star.
Consider then the situation where the companion
launches jets as it orbits the core and that the jets inflate
bubbles. The low-density hot bubbles displace the stellar
gas. The situation where a low density gas supports a higher
density gas is prone to the Rayleigh-Taylor instability, that
its growth time-scale (the e-folding time) can be written as
tRT ' (2pi)−3/2
(
λ
r
)1/2(
ρ∗ − ρbubble
ρ∗ + ρbubble
)−1/2
tKep, (5)
where tKep is one orbital period and λ is the wavelength of
the perturbation. For λ ≈ r, this gives that in one orbit
the instability growths by a factor of ≈ e10. At the same
time the bubbles buoy up at a speed that is a fraction of
the sound speed. In one orbit the bubbles can buoy up a
distance of about the orbital separation. Overall, the growth
of the instability implies that when the companion completes
one orbit and returns to the place where it inflated bubbles
before, the medium from where it accretes mass might be
very clumpy due to the instabilities. The accretion process,
MNRAS 000, 1–6 (0000)
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and hence the accretion disk, might be variable, both in
intensity and in the direction of the angular momentum axis.
If the accretion disk launches jets, they also have variable
direction around the orbital angular momentum and have a
variable intensity.
To leave an imprint on the descendant nebula the jets
must break out from the inner envelope. The idea is that
as time progresses the polar directions are cleared and the
jets are free to interact with the slower wind. The chaotically
variable jets leave chaotic morphological features in the inner
regions of the descendant nebula. Later ionisation by the
central star can alter the structure, but cannot completely
remove the chaotic signatures.
This very complicate flow structure near the core-
companion binary system is more complicated even because
of the rotation of the envelope and the very likely situation
where the envelope is convective. Only three-dimensional
hydrodynamical numerical simulations can give us the an-
swer whether the somewhat speculative mechanism I pro-
pose here leads to variable jets, and whether during part of
the time these jets break out from the inner envelope regions
so as to leave an imprint on the descendant nebula.
4 INVERSE TEMPERATURE GRADIENT IN
THE CIRCUMBINARY DISK/TORUS
Consider an ideal structure of a circumbinary torus (but not
a mathematically perfect torus), or a thick accretion disk.
The companion just removed the inner part of the envelope
and pushed it further out. The inner edge of the torus be-
comes a more or less free surface that faces the center and
starts radiating approximately as a black body. The central
star heats the inner surface. If the inner surface of the torus
faces the central star and fully absorbs the central star ra-
diation, then at equilibrium the temperature of the inner
surface would be
T 4i,eq ≤ L∗
4piσr2i
, (6)
where L∗ is the luminosity of the central star, σ is the Ste-
fanBoltzmann constant, and ri is the radial distance of the
inner boundary from the star. The value of ri increases as the
segment of the inner boundary is further from the equato-
rial plane. As the surface might be inclined, the temperature
is lower even than what the equality sign gives, hence the
inequality sign.
During the giant phase, before the companion disturbed
that region, the temperature in that radius is given by en-
ergy transfer. Since most energy is carried by convection, the
temperature is somewhat lower than that given by radiative
transfer, but not by much
T 4i,∗<∼
3
16
lT
lmean
L∗
4piσr2i
 T 4i,eq, (7)
where lT ≡ T (dT/dr)−1 is the temperature scale height and
lmean = (κρ)
−1, where κ is the opacity and ρ the density, is
the photon mean free path. The last inequality comes from
the relation lmean  lT . Examining some AGB models show
that for ri ' several×R the ratio is Ti,∗ ≈ 10Ti,eq.
After the binary interaction forms the circumbinary
disk/torus, the inner surface of the torus starts to cool. As
a result of that an inverse temperature gradient develops,
i.e., opposite to that in the star, and the magnitude of the
pressure gradient decreases, and gravity overcomes pressure
gradient. In other words, the zones further away from the
inner boundary of the torus pushes the inner regions inward.
Mass from the inner regions can then be accreted.
Consider typical numbers for a low mass companion
orbiting the core of an AGB star at an orbital separation of
a ≈ 4R, i.e., an orbital period of Porb ≈ 1 day. The density
in that region is ≈ 10−6 − 10−5 g cm−1. For an opacity of
κ ≈ 1 cm2 g−1 the photon diffusion time over a distance
equals to a is tdiff ≈ κρa2/c ≈ 1 month− 1 yr. During these
few months some of the inner regions of the torus are pushed
inward as they cools, and the companion accretes some of
the mass in these regions.
The density profile of an AGB star in that region is
ρ ∝ r−β where β ' 2−3. This implies that the density scale
height is lρ ' 0.4r. Over a radial distance from ri to 1.5ri the
density decreases by about a factor of ρ(ri) ' 3ρ(1.5ri). At
early times, before the zones further from the inner bound-
ary of the torus had time to cool, the reverse tempera-
ture gradient might be larger than the density gradient,i.e.,
T (ri) < T (1.5ri)/3. This is based on the ratio Ti,∗ ≈ 10Ti,eq.
This implies that the pressure gradient and the density gra-
dient have opposite sign, in at least some zones behind the
inner boundary of the circumbinary torus and in at least
part of the time. The opposite pressure and density gradi-
ents make these zones prone to the RayleighTaylor insta-
bility. As the centrifugal force mostly acts to stabilise such
zones, not all zones with opposite density and pressure gra-
dient will develop the instability sufficiently fast. I do ex-
pect some regions to become unstable and rapidly evolve
to the non-linear regime. Only three dimensional simula-
tions can determine the evolution of the instabilities. As
with the RayleighTaylor instabilities, tongues of dense gas
are pushed into the low density gas, and low density tongues
into the higher density regions. The instability might form
dense clumps that are pushed toward the center and later
are accreted on to the companion.
The back-flow process that results from an inverse
temperature gradient operates not only near the equato-
rial plane, but also away from the equatorial plane. The
Rayleigh-Taylor instability that is likely to accompany this
process leads to stochastic accretion that at a given time
is not necessarily equal on the two sides of the equatorial
plane. Namely, at a given time more mass might stream on
to the companion that launches the jets from one side of the
equatorial plane than from the other. This flow breaks the
mirror symmetry about the equatorial plane such that if an
accretion disk forms it is tilted to the equatorial lane. The
tilted accretion disk launches jets with a symmetry axis that
is inclined to the orbital angular momentum axis. Both the
intensity and direction of the jets might change in a stochas-
tic manner. More than that, the inflow from zones above the
equatorial plane might disturb the jet on one side more than
on the other side, further increasing the stochastic variation
of the outflow between the two sides of the equatorial plane.
5 SUMMARY
I discussed some jet-driven post-CEE processes that might
cause a chaotic departure from the axisymmetric structure
MNRAS 000, 1–6 (0000)
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in the inner zones of post-CEE nebulae, such as observed in
some PNe (section 1). I based my arguments for these pro-
cesses on the assumption that at the termination of the CEE
the binary interaction forms a circumbinary thick disk (or a
torus) that feeds the companion via an accretion disk that
launches opposite jets (Kashi & Soker 2011). I summarise
the processes as follows.
Orbital motion (section 2). The secondary star orbits
the center of mass as it accretes mass and launches jets
from the circumbinary torus (Fig. 1). If an accretion episode
lasts for about an orbital period or less, the respective jets-
launching episode does not possess an axisymmetry. This
might repeat itself several times, adding a stochastic mor-
phological feature. This process on its own does maintain a
mirror symmetry about the equatorial plane, assuming the
two jets are equal.
Jet-inflated bubbles (section 3). This process takes place
if the jets inflate low-density hot bubbles not much smaller
than the orbital separation. The low density bubbles dis-
placed the cooler gas and support denser layers above them.
This structure is prone to the Rayleigh-Taylor instability
that can form a clumpy region. In the next orbit the compan-
ion might accrete gas from this clumpy region. The clumpy
accretion process might form an accretion disk that launches
jets with variable direction and intensity. The accretion disk
might be inclined to the orbital plane, hence launching jets
that break the mirror symmetry of the outflow. The situ-
ation is much more complicated due to the rotation of the
envelope and likely convection in the envelope. Only three-
dimensional hydrodynamical numerical simulations can re-
veal the true nature of this process, and whether indeed it
might lead to variable jets.
Inverse temperature gradient (section 4). When the den-
sity in the inner region, where the core-companion binary
systems resides, becomes very low such that the region be-
comes optically thin, the inner boundary of the circumbinary
thick disk cools by a more or less black body radiation. Al-
though the core illuminates this surface, the temperature in
the surface is much lower than the temperature of the gas
at the same radius during the AGB phase. This implies that
the temperature in the disk at larger radii is higher than on
the boundary facing the center. The temperature increases
with radius in that region close to the inner boundary of the
circumbinary disk, inverse to the situation of a star. If this
inverse temperature gradient becomes larger than the value
of the density gradient then an inverse pressure gradient de-
velops, pushing gas from near the inner boundary of the disk
toward the center. Because the density and pressure gradi-
ent have opposite sense the region becomes Rayleigh-Taylor
unstable. Some zones becomes unstable and can lead to ac-
cretion of dense clumps on to the companion in a stochastic
manner. The result might be stochastic variation in inten-
sity and direction of the jets. This mechanism breaks the
mirror symmetry. The centrifugal force in the disk might
stabilise some regions. This complicated process, or chain
of processes, requires 3D hydrodynamical simulations that
include energy transfer by radiation and convection, as Wil-
son & Nordhaus (2018) claim should be for all stages of the
CEE.
In the three processes listed above the jets must break
out from the inner envelope regions and interact with the
slow wind to leave any morphological signatures in the de-
scendant nebula. This in turn requires that some of the jets
are launched at the very end of the CEE, after the polar
directions have been cleared from most of the original enve-
lope.
This study further underlines the importance of the ter-
mination phase of the CEE to the general understanding of
the entire CEE and its outcomes, e.g., final orbital sepa-
ration and the morphology of the descendant nebula. For
numerical simulations to follow these chaotic processes they
will have to include energy transfer, both by convection and
photons, and the luminosity from the central star.
I thank Amit Kashi and an anonymous referee for help-
ful comments. This research was supported by the Israel
Science Foundation.
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